IRUN AND  SAN SEBASTIAN
carabineros or Customs guards. Nest to the road, but
below It, ran the railway line. Above the road the ground
rose rapidly in folds—first fields, and then woods and
bushes. The slopes were all held by the Reds, and all
these seemingly peaceful woods and patches of shrub on
which the summer sun was shining would have to be
carried before the far end of the slopes, the Puenta ridge
itself, could be captured.
The first attack began at six o'clock in the morning
when, after a brief artillery bombardment, the files of the
Nationalist assault companies began to steal through the
maize fields. Their tactics were good, except that the
men kept too close together and that the machine-guns
destined to keep the Reds down in their trenches were
badly placed and many of the Red positions were not
under fire. At the same time, a small tank moved forward
over a mine crater which cut the road surface, to drive
away the Red armoured cars and the Red armoured train.
I must pay tribute to the Spanish officer—I was never able
to ascertain his name—who walked on the road ahead of
the tank piloting it through the mine crater amidst a hail
of bullets fired almost point-blank. How lie got through
the storm of bullets I cannot tell, but we all drew a
breath of relief when we saw him step aside into a recess
in the bank and thus into comparative safety, his task
having been accomplished. The little tank began firing
with its machine-gun, and immediately the Red armoured
cars and the train began slowly to move away. Fifty
Carlists then ran forward and began with sandbags and
timber to fill the mine crater so that Patriot armoured cars
and lorries might pass in their turn. Many of them were
killed and wounded, but as they dropped we saw other
volunteers run forward to take their places. When the
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